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Independence Week 
July 1 – July 7
All Day, Every Day!

MGSD will be taking part in the 11th annual Independents 
Week, a localized nationwide campaign to celebrate local 
independent businesses and remind citizens of their important 
role in stewardship of community social, cultural and 
economic well-being! We will mark the occasion with a 
display of works by independent thinkers and independent 
publishers ... and gifts with purchase in-store all week!

A Special Visit with 
Clarion Instructor Nalo Hopkinson
Wednesday, July 3, 7:00 PM

Established in 1968, the Clarion Writers’ Workshop is the 
oldest workshop of its kind and is widely recognized as a 
premier proving and training ground for aspiring writers of 
fantasy and science fiction. As we do each summer, we will be 
hosting many of the visiting instructors at our store. Nalo 
Hopkinson will be the inaugural event for this popular summer 
series. Na’amen Gobert Tilahun’s review of professor and 
award-winner Nalo Hopkinson’s spring young adult release 
notes, “If Sister Mine is the first Hopkinson book you read, it 
will definitely encourage you to go back through her back 
catalog and for current fans it’s another great novel from one 
of the best fantasy authors working today.”

A Special Visit with 
Clarion Instructor Robert Crais
Wednesday, July 10, 7:00 PM

We are always happy when Robert Crais comes to San Diego 
to visit. His Clarion visit is the perfect opportunity to ask best-
selling and multiple award-winning suspense author Robert 
Crais about his adventures in writing and more with the 
legendary Harlan Ellison. See Terry’s review of Suspect, his 
latest, on our website.

Matt Haig
Signs The Humans
Thursday, July 11, 7:00 PM

Matt Haig, who explored British 
vampiric blue-blood existence in The 
Radleys, now takes a look at humanity 
via alien occupation in The Humans. 
According to his blog, “It contains all 
that I think about this weird and 
terrifying and wonderful existence. It is 
my attempt to show that through all the pain that comes with 
our existence, we have things that make all the darkness more 
than worthwhile.”

Lisa Lutz
Signs The Last Word
Friday, July 12, 7:00 PM

The delightfully dysfunctional Spellmans are back with The 
Last Word. This time Izzy Spellman and Spellman 
Investigations face charges that can cost them their business, 
her license, and her family’s livelihood. See Terry’s 
enthusiastic review at the bottom of this page. We will also 
have copies of How to Negotiate Everything, a picture book 
“by David Spellman” which promises to instruct one in the art 
of never being denied again. 

Tales for Teens 
With Megan Whelan Turner
Saturday, July 13, noon

Please join us for an exciting event as author Megan Whalen 
Turner leads us in an exploration of her novel, A Conspiracy 
of Kings, a middle-grade and up historical adventure about a 
kidnapped prince who fights to reclaim his throne and his 
country. There will be exciting activities and games for all and 
20% off A Conspiracy of Kings! 

Timothy Hallinan
Signs The Fame Thief
Saturday, July 13, 2:00 PM

Timothy Hallinan’s Junior Bender series, featuring a 
Hollywood burglar turned private eye, has drawn praise from 
über-librarian Nancy Pearl, Charlaine Harris, and major book 
review publications. Junior embarks on an investigation of a 
decades-old crime in The Fame Thief, thanks to the gentle 
persuasion of Hollywood’s scariest mob boss-turned-movie 
king. Tim will also take part in Sunday’s Noir at the Bar event 
in Los Angeles.

A Special Visit with 
Clarion Instructor Cory Doctorow
Tuesday, July 16, 7:00 PM

The timely Homeland, sequel to Little Brother, is the latest 
from Canadian-British blogger, journalist, and science fiction 
author Cory Doctorow. After his visit as a Clarion instructor, 
Cory will appear at Comic-Con on Thursday’s “Ode to Nerds” 
panel. 

‘Christina Lauren’ 
Signs Beautiful Stranger
Thursday, July 18, 7:00 PM

July 18 promises to be the hottest night of 
the summer when Christina Hobbs and 
Lauren Billings (writing together as 
Christina Lauren) discuss their erotic 
novels, Beautiful Bastard and Beautiful 
Stranger. The internationally-bestselling 
duo will also talk about fanfic, the third 
novel, Beautiful Player, and their 
upcoming young adult writing project.

Comic-Con International San Diego
Thursday, July 18 to Sunday, July 21
San Diego Convention Center

Attending authors known at publication include Special Guests 
of the Convention Richard Kadrey (Sandman Slim), Christine 
Feehan (Dark Series), Jeffrey J. Mariotte (Season of the Wolf), 
Neil Gaiman (The Ocean at the End of the Lane), Duane 
Swierczynski (Chris Hardie Triology), and Leonard Maltin 
(Leonard Maltin’s Movie Guide 2013). 

Other authors who can be found at panels, signings, and 
otherwise participating in the convention include John and 
Carole Barrowman, Ally Condie, Brandon Mull, S.G. Browne, 
Seanan McGuire, Django Wexler, Jim Butcher, Ann Aguirre, 
Patrick Rothfuss, Gini Koch, Jonathan Maberry, Christina 
Lauren, George R.R. Martin, Terry Brooks, Holly Black, 
Cassandra Clare, and Hope Larson. Plus 125,000-odd fans and 
more pop culture than you can imagine!

Mysterious Galaxy will have books by many of the above 
authors in Booth 1119, along with special goodies from 
publishing partners Penguin Group and Simon & Schuster. 
You can also find us in publisher booths in the Exhibit Hall, 
and of course upstairs supporting many author signings in the 
convention’s autograph area!

A Special Visit with 
Clarion Instructors Karen Joy Fowler & Kelly Link
Wednesday, July 24, 7:00 PM

Clarion instructors Kelly Link and Karen Joy Fowler will 
present a lively discussion of writing and publishing at their 
joint event. Small Beer Press publisher and author Kelly’s 
diverse works include co-editing the recent YA Steampunk! 
anthology and her own short story collection, Pretty Monsters. 
Karen’s newest, We Are All Completely Beside Ourselves, was 
described by Barbara Kingsolver in The New York Times as “a 
novel so readably juicy and surreptitiously smart, it deserves 
all the attention it can get.”

Launch Party for Darwin’s Elevator!
With Jason Hough and Kevin Hearne (Signing Hunted)
Tuesday, July 30, 7:00 PM

San Diego resident and debut author Jason Hough already has 
fans on the MG staff – see David’s review of Darwin’s Elevator 
just below. Learn more about aliens, apocalypse, and The Dire 
Earth trilogy at our launch party!

Author pal Kevin Hearne joins the celebration with Hunted, the 
new Iron Druid novel. Thousands-year-old sexy warrior druid 
Atticus O’Sullivan has drawn the ire of hunter goddesses Artemis 
and Diana and is on the lam with his trusted companions.

Looking Ahead: 
August Authors and Events include: Ilona Andrews – August 
3; Heather Reid – August 6; Lisa Basso – August 6; Suzanne 
Lazear – August 10; Richard Kadrey – August 11; Michael 
Shea – August 17; Lara Parker – August 21; Whitley Strieber 
– August 24; and William Kent Krueger – August 29.
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Speculative Fiction
The Thousand Names: Book One of The Shadow Campaigns by Django Wexler

Welcome to an epic world with a dash of 18thcentury era tactics and weaponry … a world 
where magic exists but is, shall we say, frowned upon. Now meet our heroes: one, a tired 
colonial captain making the best of a bad situation, and the other, a newly-minted sergeant who 
just so happens to be a tortured-by-her-past woman masquerading as a man in a man’s world. 
Enter their new colonel: an extremely talented tactician with an agenda. Then push on as they all 
set off to fight a battle against an enemy of cutthroats, traitors, and religious fanatics who vastly 
outnumbers them. And this is not the half of it. Something’s brewing in the world … something 
supernatural and sinister … and their new colonel has … ambitions. The Thousand Names is 
excellent fare for lovers of muskets, magic, and machinations. – Patrick
Roc, $25.95.

The Darwin Elevator by Jason Hough
The set-up on Jason Hough’s first novel is simply stunning. Aliens have without explanation 

built a space elevator in Darwin, Australia and unleashed a plague that has killed most of 
humanity. The survivors cluster around the elevator’s terminus, which provides a local immunity 
from alien disease. The story follows Skyler Luiken and his crew of scavengers, the only humans 
immune from the plague, while they battle zombies in the outback, fight with the thuggish 
warlord who controls Darwin, and ascend surreptitiously to the orbital stations attached to the 
elevator. Hough’s take on the aliens seems to me dreadfully prescient: they have an inscrutable 
off-stage presence, coming in suddenly and inexplicably to rewrite all the rules, wiping out 
humanity in the process. I got completely sucked into the story, and couldn’t stop reading. You 
will too. Highly recommended and July’s Speculative Fiction Fantastic First Pick! – David 
Del Rey paperback original, $9.99.

The Goliath Stone by Larry Niven and Matthew Joseph Harrington 
It’s 2052 and nanites are everywhere ... and in everyone. Nanotechnologist Toby Gyler 

discovers that a former genius-of-an-employee has created nanites that can make physiological 
changes in humans on a cellular level. The consequences are primarily beneficial – more healing 
and reverse aging – but the genius-of-an-employee does have a political and social agenda. 
Meanwhile, in space, a nanotechnology experiment launched a generation prior is returning to 
Earth with a “dinosaur-killing” size asteroid that is on a collision course with the planet. Toby, 
along with rocket scientist May Wyndham, searches for a way to prevent the destruction of 
humanity as the asteroid is only days away from reaching Earth. This is a novel full of 
wonderfully obscure cultural references (Dr. Bombay) and names (Yellowhorse) with hidden 
meanings. Propel yourself into the race to save humans from going the way of the dinosaurs or 
possibly becoming female teenagers. – Adrean
Tor, $24.99.

Mystery
The Last Word, A Spellman Novel by Lisa Lutz

Every year I look forward to the misadventures of Izzy Spellman and her family and a laugh 
on almost every page. Izzy (Isabel) Spellman is now the head of Spellman investigations, and 
her employees are on strike as a result of the activities in the prior book. Her major client is a 
wealthy businessman who is in the beginning stage of Alzheimer’s and has taken Izzy under his 
wing, become her mentor and a major investor in her business. But both Izzy and her benefactor 
are in a heap of trouble. Someone is out to frame them both and the answers are not coming 
easily. In the meantime, things (as usual) in the Spellman household are unraveling. Her parents 
are absent more than normal and her sister Rae is up to her usual antics and unorthodox 
relationships with her clients. It’s fun. It’s satisfying. Stay tuned … – Terry
Simon & Schuster, $25.


